Classification images provide compelling insight into the strategies used by observers in psychophysical tasks. However, because of the high-dimensional nature of classification images and the limited quantity of trials that can practically be performed, classification images are often too noisy to be useful unless denoising strategies are adopted. Here we propose a method of estimating classification images by the use of sparse priors in smooth bases and generalized linear models (GLMs). Sparse priors in a smooth basis are used to impose assumptions about the simplicity of observers' internal templates, and they naturally generalize commonly used methods such as smoothing and thresholding. The use of GLMs in this context provides a number of advantages over classic estimation techniques, including the possibility of using stimuli with non-Gaussian statistics, such as natural textures. Using simulations, we show that our method recovers classification images that are typically less noisy and more accurate for a smaller number of trials than previously published techniques. Finally, we have verified the efficiency and accuracy of our approach with psychophysical data from a human observer.
Introduction
In recent years, the classification image approach has emerged as a powerful method of probing observers' strategies during psychophysical tasks. In a typical experiment, the observer is asked to indicate the presence or absence of a target signal masked with additive noise ( Figure 1A) . The resulting data are then evaluated under the assumption that the observer performs the task by linearly correlating the signal with an internal template, responding "target present" when the result exceeds a criterion, and "target absent" otherwise ( Figure 1B ). In this context, one can obtain an estimate of the observer's internal template by correlating the responses and the noise fields. The resulting classification image is a visual representation of the observer's strategy in the task.
The key advantage of the classification image approach over other psychophysical measures is that it is theoretically applicable when little is known about the stimulus parameters that are relevant in performing a task. The procedure is in this sense analogous to the reverse correlation technique commonly used in neurophysiology (Simoncelli, Pillow, Paninski, & Schwartz, 2004) , and the results of classification image experiments can, in appro-priate circumstances, be compared meaningfully to data obtained from single-unit recordings (Neri & Levi, 2006) . Consequently, the approach has been used widely in psychophysics, including in studies of Vernier acuity (Ahumada, 1996) , disparity processing (Neri, Parker, & Blakemore, 1999) , motion perception (Neri & Levi, 2008) , object discrimination (Olman & Kersten, 2004) , and face recognition (Sekuler, Gaspar, Gold, & Bennett, 2004) .
Overcoming noise in classification images with prior assumptions
Despite the power and flexibility of the approach, the utility of classification images is limited by the amount of data that can be obtained in a given experimental task. For example, in tasks involving two spatial dimensions as well as time, even a modest stimulus resolution of 16 Â 16 pixels and 16 time steps requires the estimation of over 4,000 parameters, which may require each observer to perform tens of thousands of trials. In practice, there is rarely sufficient data for the number of degrees of freedom the experimenter wishes to probe, and as a result classification images can be quite noisy. Such noise limits the interpretability and usefulness of the classification image.
One solution to this problem is to supplement observer data with prior information about the observer's strategy. Such prior information reduces the effective number of free parameters that must be estimated, leading to better estimates, assuming that the internal template conforms to the constraints. This approach has long been used implicitly in the form of post hoc smoothing and thresholding, under the assumptions that the observer's internal template is smooth and sparse, respectively. Explicit prior assumptions have recently been used successfully in classification image estimation (Knoblauch & Maloney, 2008a; Knoblauch & Maloney, 2008b; Ross & Cohen, 2009) .
At first glance, the use of prior information may seem to be in contradiction with classification images' stated advantage of being applicable when little is known about the visual process being probed. However, while for a given task we may know little about the specifics of the visual process involved, we often have general exploitable knowledge derived from previous classification image experiments and from neurophysiology. To give but one example (Knoblauch & Maloney, 2008b; Thomas & Knoblauch, 2005) , while we may not know exactly how a human observer detects a time-modulated luminance signal in noise, we do know that humans have limited sensitivity to high temporal frequencies. This suggests that observers' internal templates will be smooth at a certain scale for such a task. This prior knowledge of smoothness can then be used to obtain more accurate classification images on this particular task (Knoblauch & Maloney, 2008b) .
Our goal in this paper is to define and explore the consequences of incorporating a powerful class of prior assumptions to estimate classification images. One approach to finding good prior assumptions is to attempt to find regularity within a set of observations, an approach that has been used with great success in defining state-ofthe-art image denoising techniques (Srivastava, Lee, Simoncelli, & Zhu, 2003; Portilla, Strela, Wainwright, & Simoncelli, 2003) . An informal review of various articles Ahumada, 1996; Chauvin, Worsley, Schyns, Arguin, & Gosselin, 2005; Knoblauch & Maloney, 2008b; Levi & Klein, 2002; Mangini & Biederman, 2004; Neri & Levi, 2006 , 2008 Neri et al., 1999; Sekuler et al., 2004; Tadin, Lappin, & Blake, 2006) that make use of the classification image technique shows that published classification images, regardless of exact protocol used, share a certain similarity: They appear to be well described by a small number of smooth features, such as lines and Gaussian blobs. In other words, many internal templates can be well described by a sparse sum of smooth basis functions, such as Gaussian blobs.
A second approach to finding good assumptions is to consider facts about the process underlying a set of observations. In the context of classification images, this means incorporating knowledge of visual physiology. The human visual system is trained on visual images which themselves are sparse in a basis of smooth, oriented filters (Srivastava et al., 2003) . Conversely, a simple constraint of sparse representation of images is sufficient to reproduce many properties of the visual system, including V1 receptive fields (Olshausen & Field, 1996) and color opponency (Lee, Wachtler, & Sejnowski, 2002) . It is thus tempting to conjecture that humans are naturally more efficient at representing sparse visual structure (Olshausen & Field, 2004) , and that this induces sparse internal templates in classification image experiments.
A third, more pragmatic approach to finding good prior assumptions is to combine and extend proven prior assumptions in a synergistic manner. Smoothing and thresholding have proven useful in analyzing data from classification image experiments (Chauvin et al., 2005; Gold, Murray, Bennett, & Sekuler, 2000; Knoblauch & Kenneth, 2008; Mangini & Biederman, 2004; Rajashekar, Bovik, & Cormack, 2006; Tadin et al., 2006) , and combining and extending the two might yield a more effective estimation technique. Sparseness in a smooth basis is a natural generalization of assumptions of smoothness and sparseness that has the potential to yield a strong class of prior assumptions.
In light of the ideas mentioned above, we propose imposing sparseness in a basis of smooth functions as a way of increasing the accuracy and efficiency with which classification images are estimated. We impose this assumption in a framework that can naturally accommodate prior information. On every trial, the observer is presented with a stimulus which is either the sum of a randomly generated noise field and the signal or just a noise field. The observer's task is to indicate whether the stimulus was present or absent on a trial. (B) The linear observer model. The observer performs the task in panel A by correlating the stimulus with an internal template, giving a number which is corrupted by additive internal noise. The observer responds "signal present" when the number exceeds a criterion, and "signal absent" otherwise.
Imposing basis sparseness in generalized linear models
Our analytical framework builds upon generalized linear models (GLMs), which have been used previously to estimate classification images (Abbey & Eckstein, 2001; Knoblauch & Maloney, 2008a; Knoblauch & Maloney, 2008b; Solomon, 2002) and neuronal receptive fields (Wu, David, & Gallant, 2006) . As with the linear observer model typically used in classification image experiments (Ahumada, 2002) , GLMs assume that the output of a system is generated by first linearly correlating the input with a template and that the internal response is then transduced to an observed response by a fixed stochastic process ( Figure 1B ). GLMs have a number of desirable properties: they provide a unifying framework for estimating classification images, neuronal receptive fields, and functional imaging (Victor, 2005) ; they can be fit efficiently by maximum likelihood (ML) methods (Wu et al., 2006) ; they work with arbitrary stimuli; and extensions to the basic model can incorporate important input or output nonlinearities (Ahrens, Paninski, & Sahani, 2008) . Most importantly here, constraints on classification images can naturally be imposed in the GLM context by the use of a prior, which assigns probabilities to different parameter values. For example, spatial smoothness is imposed by assuming that the spatial derivatives of the template follow a Gaussian distribution of a given width (Knoblauch & Maloney, 2008b) .
The assumption of sparseness in a particular basis translates naturally into a prior distribution which gives higher probability to models with a small number of nonzero basis coefficients. The Laplace distribution, which is heavily peaked around zero, is the sparsest distribution for which the GLM estimation problem is tractable (Seeger, 2008) . We thus propose to estimate classification images through GLMs by imposing such a sparseness-inducing prior on basis coefficients. This strategy provides a realistic and parsimonious account of the observer's strategy during a variety of psychophysical tasks.
We show by simulations and experiments with a real observer that classification images estimated with a sparse prior in a basis are less noisy and take less trials to converge than those estimated by other methods used in the literature. In addition, the sparse prior discards coefficients which do not contribute significantly to an observer's decision process, leading to classification images that are highly interpretable and, under appropriate circumstances, readily comparable to data obtained from single-unit recordings. All data sets and Matlab software used in this article are freely available at our Web site (http://apps.mni.mcgill.ca/research/cpack/sparseglm.zip) under the General Public License (GPL). A preliminary version of this work was presented previously (Mineault & Pack, 2008) .
Methods: Statistical estimation of internal templates
The linear observer model Consider a task in which an observer must report the presence or absence of a target. On each trial, the signal may or may not be present, and in all cases, the target or absence thereof is masked by a noise field. As in previous work Ahumada, 2002; Knoblauch & Maloney, 2008b; Murray, Bennett, & Sekuler, 2002) , we assume that the observer performs the detection task by correlating the stimulus with an internal template. Trials in which the stimulus is similar to the template lead the observer to report the presence of the target. Thus, the stimulus is represented by a real vector x of dimension k, the template by a vector w, the internal noise by &, and the observer computes an internal decision variable, v, by
Following each stimulus presentation, the observer gives a binary response y = T1 according to whether the internal variable is larger than a criterion or offset c. The response y is thus given by
We assume that the observer's internal noise & is taken from a symmetric distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation A, so that & È ÈV(0, A 2 ), where È is the cumulative distribution function (cdf) for the distribution in question. The internal noise represents observers' inconsistency: the same physical stimulus can elicit different responses. Other formulations (Ahumada, 2002) assume that it is the threshold c that is a random variable; our formulation is equivalent.
Finding estimates for the model parameters
We use statistical inference to find the most probable internal template w, given the data y. From Bayes' theorem, the posterior probability distribution of the parameters w is obtained from
This equation captures the relationship between the posterior p(wªy), the likelihood p(yªw), and the prior p(w). Our goal is to find the value of w that maximizes the posterior. For numerical reasons, it turns out to be simpler to find the value of w that minimizes the negative log of the posterior:
When the prior is flat, we obtain the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of w; otherwise, the estimate is called maximum a posteriori (MAP). The negative log-likelihood is denoted by L, while the negative log-prior, sometimes called the regularizer, is denoted by R.
Likelihood function for the linear observer Model
For a single stimulus x, the probability of observing response y = +1 given w and offset c is
As probabilities sum to 1, p(y = j1ªx, w, c) = 1 j p(y = +1ªx, w, c).
The experimenter's goal is to estimate the observer's internal template w, which is assumed to be constant throughout the duration of the experiment. We therefore wish to find a template that captures the relationship between a series of stimuli X = [x {1} , x {2} , I, x {n} ] and the corresponding responses y = (y 1 , y 2 , I, y n ). We make the standard assumption that an observer's response on a given trial is independent of his or her responses on other trials. The likelihood function is then
There is an ambiguity in this formulation, as for any given value of A it is possible to multiply c and w by a constant factor such that the likelihood stays the same. We resolve this ambiguity by using the standard procedure of setting A = 1; noisier observers are accommodated by a smaller overall magnitude for the weight vector. The negative log-likelihood is therefore
log Èðy i ðXw j cÞ i Þ:
We make this formulation slightly more general by allowing for a set of auxiliary variables U with corresponding weights u. Later, we will impose a prior on w but not on u. This formulation allows for the inclusion of factors that affect the observer's responses other than the noise stimulus. For example, in Tadin et al. (2006) , the question of interest is the time-varying influence of visual motion in the stimulus surround on judgments of motion direction in the center. Here, the time-varying surround stimulus would be put into the X matrix while the signal sign in the center would take one column of the U matrix. Another possibility, in detection tasks, is to include the signal sign into the U matrix, as in Knoblauch and Maloney (2008b, p.5, Equation 16 ), rather than summing noise and signal in the X matrix. We found that the U strategy generally led to faster optimization while yielding equivalent estimates of internal templates. A final possibility is to include trialdelayed responses in the U matrix to model observer's tendency to respond similarly or dissimilarly on subsequent trials, as in the commonly used method of modelling refractory periods and burstiness in neurons (Pillow et al., 2008) . We eliminate the constant c by adding a constant column to the matrix U. Under this new parameterization, we have the negative log-likelihood function for the linear observer model:
The above expression is known in the statistics literature as the negative log-likelihood for a binomial generalized linear model (GLM) (Gelman, Carlin, Stern, & Rubin, 2003) . Assuming that the internal noise has a Gaussian distribution, È becomes the cdf of a Gaussian, and we obtain the probit model (Knoblauch & Maloney, 2008b) . If instead we assume that the internal noise has a logistic distribution, È(x) = 1 / (1 + exp(jx)), we obtain the logit or logistic regression model. In practice, the Gaussian and logistic distributions are very similar, and empirically it is difficult if not impossible to determine which provides a more accurate description of an observer's internal noise. For computational simplicity, we adopt the logistic regression model.
Methods: Regularization of the solution
In a classification image experiment, we typically have substantial prior expectations about the internal template w, as we have argued in the introduction. Such prior information can effectively narrow the space of possible classification images, thus improving the efficiency with which classification images can be recovered, as well as their accuracy and the interpretability of the results. Here we propose the use of sparse priors on smooth basis coefficients, which together impose global sparseness and local smoothness on the recovered templates.
We briefly discuss Gaussian priors for comparison. These assume that linear combinations of weights have Gaussian distributions. This can be used to impose the condition that weights are not too large, or that they vary smoothly across space. They have been discussed in detail in the context of neurophysiology in Wu et al. (2006) and are an integral component of the spline smoothing framework proposed by Knoblauch and Maloney (2008b) .
Gaussian priors
Many priors arise from the assumption that linear transformations of weights have Gaussian distributions, p(w) = N (w;0, (1A T A) j1 ), where 1 is a scale factor. Common cases of Gaussian priors are shown in Table 1 . When the matrix A is the identity matrix, we get a penalty on the magnitude of coefficients known as weight decay. When A is a spatial derivative operator, we get the smoothness prior, which encourages spatially smooth weights. In general, any choice of A for which A T A is positive definite generates a proper Gaussian prior. Choices other than weight decay and smoothness priors are discussed in some detail in Wu et al. (2006) .
Sparse priors
We introduce a constraint of sparseness by way of a prior distribution over the weights w. If weights are sparse, then most are zero and few have large values. The corresponding prior distribution should have a peak at 0 and heavy tails. A simple prior embodying these assumptions is that of an independent sparse prior over the weights:
Here kwk 1 denotes the L 1 norm of the vector w. The distribution exp(j1kwk 1 ) is known as the Laplace distribution, a term we avoid because of the potential confusion with the unrelated Laplacian pyramid which we introduce later; in the following we will refer to the prior induced by this distribution as the "sparse prior." This distribution has a sharp peak at the origin and heavy tails. In the context of Equation 3, the multiplication of this prior with the likelihood p(yªw) has predictable effects on the resulting posterior density. For instance, if we assume a Gaussian likelihood (Figure 2 ), the resulting posterior density has a peak at the origin when the Gaussian's center is sufficiently close to 0. Hence, parameters whose presence gives only a marginal increase in the likelihood of the data will tend to be clamped at 0 and thus discarded from the model. L 1 regularization in the standard ("pixel") basis thus gives results similar to post hoc thresholding.
Of priors of the form p(w) = exp(j1~iªw i ª q ), which includes both Gaussian and Laplace distribution priors, p(w) is log-concave for q Q 1, which leads to a convex, tractable optimization problems when estimating w. As sparseness increases for small q, q = 1 yields the sparsest distribution of this form which leads to a tractable optimization problem (Seeger, 2008) , which makes it generally preferable to alternative sparseness-inducing priors.
Reformulating the linear observer in terms of basis coefficients
A given model may require many weights to represent an internal template in the pixel basis yet be sparse in some other basis. We would thus like to reparameterize our problem to express our assumption that weights are sparse in an arbitrary basis B. Denoting the basis weights as w e, we re-express the negative log-likelihood (Equation 7) as
Gaussian prior name Regularizer R = jlog p(w)
Weight decay (ridge) Table 1 . Gaussian priors in the context of classification images and corresponding regularizers. Figure 2 . Effect of sparse prior on weights. When a Laplace distribution centered at 0 is multiplied by Gaussian likelihoods with varying centers, the corresponding posteriors have discontinuities in their first derivatives at 0 ("notches"). For a wide range of Gaussian centers, the MAP estimate is exactly 0, as seen in the top three posterior distributions.
The L 1 norm is not conserved under a rescaling of the columns of the basis matrix B, which means that a sparse prior will consider certain basis functions more likely if B is scaled unevenly. To avoid this, the matrix B should be normalized so that its component column vectors have norm 1. The associated MAP estimate is given by the vector w e which minimizes:
The sparse prior is now imposed on the basis coefficients rather than on the classification image coefficients. The internal template can then be visualized by projection of the weights onto pixel space, w = Bw e.
Choice of basis
We use the term basis loosely, as the rows of B need not span R k , as with the spline basis used in Knoblauch and Maloney (2008b) , nor do they need to be linearly independent, as with overcomplete transforms. We can freely construct a basis matrix that embeds our assumptions for the particular classification image reconstruction problem at hand. In the case where B is overcomplete, that is, its columns span R k but are not linearly independent, there are many equivalent ways of expressing the classification image. The sparse prior will tend to select the simplest way of expressing the classification image. The compatibility of sparse priors with overcomplete bases is advantageous as it is generally simpler to construct bases which have desirable properties when one removes the restriction of linear independence.
An assumption of smoothness can be embedded implicitly into the choice of smooth basis functions. In this regard, Gaussian basis functions are a natural choice, but for the analysis of real classification images it is desirable to have a basis that allows for the degree of smoothness to vary over space. Because internal templates may vary among observers and among tasks an ideal basis would not require strong a priori assumptions about the degree of smoothness in the classification image. Both criteria can be met by the use of a Laplacian pyramid (Burt & Adelson, 1983) , which consists of multiple Gaussian functions that are smooth on various spatial scales.
In constructing a Laplacian pyramid, one typically chooses Gaussian functions with widths that are powers of 2. Each set of Gaussian basis functions that share the same width is known as a level, and within a level, the spatial separation of the basis functions is proportional to the width of the Gaussians. The power of two scheme means that in m dimensions, the decomposition is overcomplete by a factor 2 m / (2 m j 1) e 2, i.e., only mildly overcomplete. The Laplacian pyramid can be extended by using more basis functions than is standard, for example by adding half-levels, or having more basis functions than standard within a level. Such undecimated Laplacian pyramids lead to greater computational cost during model fitting but can be more powerful than standard Laplacian pyramids.
Other decompositions based on using oriented basis functions at different resolutions include the steerable pyramid transform (Simoncelli & Freeman, 1995) , several families of overcomplete wavelets (Selesnick, Baraniuk, & Kingsbury, 2005) , and Gabor pyramids. These correspond to an assumption of sparse, smooth, oriented structure. Finally, transformations such as the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and the Fourier transform (Ahumada & Lovell, 1971; Levi & Klein, 2002 ) may be used to analyze the contributions of different spatial frequencies to performance on the task.
Methods: Hyperparameter selection
Using a Gaussian or sparse prior involves the specification of a free hyperparameter 1, much like smoothing involves the choice of the width of the smoothing kernel. This hyperparameter may be selected by assessing how well a model generalizes to untrained examples using k-fold cross-validation (Wu et al., 2006) . Generalization performance is naturally assessed using the cross-validated log-likelihood of the data.
The k-fold cross-validation increases the computational burden of estimating a model by roughly km, where m is the number of regularization hyperparameters considered. In typical use, km is on the order of 50-100. This limits the practical applicability of this form of cross-validation to models which take a minute or so to fit, such as models with Gaussian priors.
Many methods for fitting a model with a sparse prior work by successively finding minima of subproblems of the form:
Here 1 i is a decreasing sequence of regularization hyperparameters, and f(w) is some convex function of w. These algorithms therefore generate an entire regularization path for roughly the same cost as fitting the model with the smallest 1 considered. The cost of k-fold crossvalidation is then roughly k + 1 ¡ km times the cost of fitting a single model, which makes cross-validation with sparse priors feasible. We chose the fixed-point continuation algorithm (Hale, Yin, & Zhang, 2007) to estimate model parameters with sparse priors. The algorithm is outlined in Appendix A.
Methods: Simulations
We simulated a linear observer on several detection tasks. The response y on the ith trial was given by
The stimulus was composed of a signal S i combined additively with a noise stimulus X i , which was chosen from the Gaussian distribution. The templates w varied depending on the task. In the one-dimensional task, the signal and templates were even Gabors. In the twodimensional task, the signal was a Gaussian blob and the template was a Gaussian blob in one case and a difference of Gaussians in the other. The signal was normalized so that the observer correctly categorized the signal on 81% of the trials before the addition of internal noise. The internal noise & i was chosen from a Gaussian distribution p(&) È N (0, A 2 ), after which the performance dropped to 75%. Since Gaussians are mapped to Gaussians under linear transformations, p(v) È N (2, A r 2 ) for trials of the same signal sign and the following relation holds:
This gave an observer self-consistency on repeated simulated presentations of the stimuli of 0.76, within the range of reported values of self-consistency in various classification image experiments (Murray et al., 2002; Neri & Levi, 2008) . The offset or criterion term c was adjusted such that the observer was unbiased. We estimated the observer's internal template with a logistic regression GLM with a weight decay, smoothness, and sparse prior. The optimal hyperparameter 1 for each prior type was estimated through 5-fold cross-validation.
For the 1D task, the signal was sampled at a resolution of 64 pixels. The corresponding sparse prior basis for the task was a Laplacian pyramid spanning three levels, with halflevels included, overcomplete by a factor of ,4. For the 2D task, the signal was sampled at a resolution of 17 Â 17 pixels, and three bases were used: the Dirac (pixel) basis, a full Laplacian pyramid, overcomplete by a factor of ,1.25, and a full steerable pyramid basis with two orientations, overcomplete by a factor of ,3.25.
Methods: Real observer
We tested our procedure on a real observer (author PM), whose task was to detect the presence or absence of a Gaussian blob under conditions directly analogous to the those used in our simulations. We also used variations of this task in which the observer had to identify the null signal or four Gaussian blobs placed symmetrically around the center of the screen. The 2500 trials were performed originally for each task. Signals were masked by additive independent Gaussian noise. The noise variance was adjusted by a staircase procedure so that the observer performed at 75%. The signal and noise were sampled at a resolution of 16 Â 16 pixels. The results were analyzed with a full Laplacian pyramid with half-levels, overcomplete by a factor of ,2, in conjunction with the sparse prior. The 2500 trials were separated at random into a fit set containing 2000 trials and a validation set containing 500 trials.
Inference power estimation
For the four-blob task, an additional 2700 trials were collected. The goal was to estimate how many trials one must do to have sufficient power to reject a baseline hypothesis using models with different priors. This is equivalent to asking how many trials one must do for the cross-validated deviance of a given model to be smaller than that of a baseline model. We first pooled the additional trials with the original trials, for a total of 5200 trials. We took 100 samples each of lengths 500, 800, 1200, 2000, 3250, and 5100 trials, without replacement, from this pool. For each sample, we fit a variety of different models, discussed in the Real observer section. Cross-validated deviance was averaged across samples of the same length to obtain an estimate of the mean cross-validated deviance attained by each model for a certain number of trials.
Results

Simulated observer, one-dimensional Gabor
We first simulated an experiment in which the linear observer had to detect a one-dimensional Gabor stimulus (Figure 3 , lower right) embedded in additive, Gaussian noise. Figure 3 shows estimated templates for increasing numbers of simulated trials based on the standard weighted sums formula (top row), a GLM with a smoothness prior (middle row), and a GLM with a sparse prior in a Laplacian pyramid basis (bottom row). The sparse prior template estimate is accurate even for very low numbers of trials. In terms of correlation between the real and estimated templates, the sparse prior estimate at 200 trials is comparable to the smoothness prior estimate at somewhere between 500 and 1000 trials.
The smoothness prior performs suboptimally here because the smoothness scale varies over the template. The sides of the template are flat (infinitely smooth), while the center of the template is smooth on a small spatial scale. Using a stronger smoothness prior to eliminate the noise on the side of the template would oversmooth the center of the template. The shortest characteristic length scale of the internal template acts as an upper bound on the level of smoothness that can be imposed on the template without significantly biasing parameter estimates. In contrast, the sparse prior in a Laplacian pyramid basis is highly effective here, as a Gabor can be represented sparsely in this basis.
More insight into the effect of a sparse prior can be gained by considering the weights as a function of the strength of the regularization. Figure 4A shows the estimated weights as a function of 1 for 1000 simulated trials. For large 1, most weights are zero. As 1 is decreased, more weights become active. Once a weight has become active, it tends to stay active for smaller 1. Figure 4B shows the template estimates for different values of 1. For large 1, only the areas of the template which have the most influence on the observer's decision are recovered. As 1 is decreased and more weights become active, the reconstruction becomes more complex and accurate. Beyond a certain point, however, the model starts fitting to noise, and the reconstruction becomes less accurate. From this point of view, the sparse prior works by determining how influential each weight is, and only allowing weights into the model which are more influential than a cutoff that is determined by the strength of the regularization 1.
The tuning of the hyperparameter is conceptually very similar to thresholding. When an overcomplete basis is used, however, the influence of a single weight, as measured by its magnitude, no longer has a straightforward interpretation. In an overcomplete basis, there are several equivalent ways of expressing the same template, which means that the magnitude of a weight can change depending on the representation chosen. To resolve this ambiguity, the sparse prior approximately selects a best subset of model variables in a nongreedy fashion (Tibshirani, 1996) . This can be viewed as an instantiation of Occam's razor: Given several models which predict the same outcome, whichever model is simplest is the preferred model. This gives a model with a sparse prior robustness against irrelevant covariates and naturally generalizes the standard practice of thresholding classification images.
Simulated observers, two-dimensional difference of Gaussians
We have shown that estimated templates are accurate when sparse priors are imposed on a suitable basis. Our proposed estimation method can accommodate any choice of basis, and it is this free choice of basis which underlies the power of the method. If, in the chosen basis, the observer's template cannot be represented sparsely, or if there is too much noise for coefficients to be well constrained, the sparse prior will tend to discard coefficients which have little influence on the outcome: the model is truncated. Model truncation can lead to artifacts whose nature depends on the basis considered; typically, artifacts look like the basis functions used.
A good basis for a given classification image meets two criteria: (1) plausible templates can be represented sparsely for the given problem; and (2) possible artifacts of model truncation will not bias the experimenter's interpretation of the estimated templates. For many problems, the first criterion will rule out the Dirac (pixel) basis, in which many templates are not sparse. The second criterion rules out bases whose functions are global, because artifacts of reconstruction will spread across space; this includes the Fourier basis. A good basis should be neither completely local nor completely global, which leaves a number of schemes based on using the same basis functions at different scales, such as pyramid transforms and wavelets.
We illustrate these ideas with simulated linear observers in a 2D Gaussian blob detection task. We imagine that the experimenter wants to know, in such a task, the general shape of the observer's internal template, and in particular, whether the observer's internal template has an inhibitory surround. We simulated linear observers with two different internal templates: one with an inhibitory surround (a difference of Gaussians) and one without (a single Gaussian). Figure 5 shows typical estimates of these templates after 2000 simulated trials for three choices of basis: Dirac basis, Laplacian pyramid, and steerable pyramid with two orientations.
The Dirac basis ( Figure 5I ) fails to meet Criterion 1 for this problem, as the template with an inhibitory surround Figure 5 . Estimated internal templates for simulated linear observer on detection task with 2D DOG templates. The Dirac basis cannot sparsely represent the template with inhibitory surround. The Steerable pyramid has basis functions which include positive and negative areas, and hence it is unsuitable for judging the existence of an inhibitory surround. The Laplacian pyramid is well suited for this task.
is not sparse in pixel space. Because each pixel has a very small influence on the outcome of the model, very many have to be kept active in order to obtain a fair approximation of the template, and the sparse prior sets only 10% of the pixels to zero. The resulting templates (Figures 5B and 5F) are similar to what would be expected when using post hoc thresholding of a classification image with a low threshold.
The steerable pyramid uses Gaussian spatial derivatives at different scales as basis functions, similar to Gabors, which are appropriate for representing internal templates containing edges ( Figure 5K ). It fails to meet Criterion 2 for this problem, as the basis functions have both positive and negative regions. The latter can masquerade as inhibitory surrounds, and indeed the template shown in Figure 5H , contains a faint inhibitory zone around the excitatory region of the template. As the actual template has no surround, the blue region in the figure is an artifact of the choice of basis.
The Laplacian pyramid basis functions are Gaussian blobs of different sizes ( Figure 5J ). This is an appropriate basis here, as plausible templates for this task can be sparsely described in the basis, and the main artifact of reconstruction, excessive smoothing, is not critical in judging the existence of an inhibitory surround.
More generally, the right choice of basis depends on the specific problem at hand. Pyramid bases, composed of stereotyped smooth basis functions at different scales, are effective basis choices when the observer's internal template contains sparse smooth structure at an unknown and potentially spatially varying scale. The Laplacian pyramid, in particular, may be a safe choice for many classification image paradigms where smoothing is an effective denoising strategy. For problems in which the features of the classification image are oriented and localized, a wavelet-like basis such as the steerable pyramid may be useful. When frequency response is of importance, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) basis can be a good choice, although one should not attempt to spatially reconstruct the template in such a basis because of ripple artifacts. Finally, bases that exploit the geometry of the task can be used to obtain the most power in answering specific questions. For example, to judge the existence or absence of an inhibitory surround, one could exploit the radial symmetry of the problem by using a basis composed of concentric rings blurred at different scales, which would give effects similar to radial averaging .
Real observer
Real observers can display a number of behaviors not accounted for by a linear model: nonstationarity, lapses in attention, input nonlinearities, spatial uncertainty, and so forth. A good model should be robust to model misspecification. We therefore tested our approach with a real observer on a blob detection task similar to the one used in the simulations. In the first task, an observer was asked to indicate whether the target, a Gaussian blob, was present in the center of the screen. The target or absence thereof was masked by additive Gaussian noise. The second task was similar, but the target was now four Gaussian blobs placed around the center of the screen. Figure 6 shows the target stimulus (column 1), along with internal templates estimated under a GLM model with smoothness (columns 2-4) and sparse (columns 5-7) priors. The sparse prior was defined in a Laplacian pyramid basis as described in the Methods section.
For the one-blob task (top row), the sparse prior estimate shows a shape similar to that obtained with the smoothness prior, although noticeably less noisy. This increase in efficiency allows us to estimate with some fidelity two partial classification images, one for when the signal is present and one for when the signal is absent, by splitting the design matrix in two as described in Knoblauch and Maloney (2008b). The template corresponding to conditions in which the signal was present is highly spatially localized and quite similar to the signal, while the signalabsent template is more blurry. This is likely due to spatial uncertainty, which strongly affects recovered signal-absent templates but not signal-present templates in detection tasks (Tjan & Nandy, 2006) . This effect is visible in a similar task in Figure 4 of , and an analogous effect was shown in the time domain in Knoblauch and Maloney (2008b) . Both the signal-present and signal-absent templates show hints of a large, weak inhibitory surround.
In the four-blob scenario (bottom row), the template estimated through the sparse prior again appears less noisy than that obtained with a smoothness prior. The partial templates show a pattern consistent with spatial uncertainty, with the estimated signal-present template looking very much like the signal, and the signal-absent template being just a blur. Again, signal-present and signal-absent templates show hints of a weak inhibitory surround. Estimated templates in both tasks are thus compatible with a spatially uncertain observer who judges the presence or absence of a blob by comparing the luminance around one or several reference points to the luminance of the surround.
It is noteworthy that the sparse prior estimates show the same kind of features which are visible, with hindsight, in the smoothness prior estimates; the sparse prior simply enhances the visibility of these features and denoises the estimated classification images. The sparse prior achieves this denoising by setting parameters which contribute little to the model to 0, as can be seen by the large areas of pure green in the estimated classification images. This in turn permits better resolution of subtle effects, such as the difference in the size of the excitatory blob in signal-present and signal-absent conditions in the one-blob task (top row, columns 3-4 versus columns 6-7), indicative of spatial uncertainty. This enhancement in the interpretability of the results is a key advantage of the sparse prior over other choices of prior.
There are several ways of performing quantitative comparisons of different models within the GLM framework, and these are discussed at length in Appendix B. In general goodness-of-fit is measured by the deviance, defined as twice the negative log-likelihood. Since the deviance always decreases with increasing number of free parameters, deviance values must be corrected for number of free parameters. Here we use the cross-validated deviance (D CV ), the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), and the validated deviance (D val ) as measures of goodness-of-fit. All three metrics measure the generalization performance of a model; the first by repeated partitions of the data, the second using an asymptotic result, and the last with a set-aside validation set. In all cases, lower values are better.
Tables 2 and 3 compare the various models according to their goodness-of-fit and estimated degrees of freedom. We have included two models that can be considered as baselines. One is the ideal observer model, in which the response is given by the signal multiplied by an undetermined constant, with a signal presence/absence effect, plus an offset, embedded in a GLM with a weight decay prior. A second baseline is a pseudo-ideal observer similar to the first, but with separate gains for the signalpresent and signal-absent cases, corresponding to a signalsign dependent efficiency. The others models considered are GLMs with a weight decay prior, a smoothness prior, and a sparse prior in the Laplacian pyramid basis, either using a single template or partial templates for the signalpresent and signal-absent conditions. In all cases, 5-fold cross-validation was used to determine optimal hyperparameters.
In both the one-blob (Table 2 ) and the four-blob (Table 3) cases, there is a clear pattern in which the model with a weight decay prior exhibits the worst performance, while the smoothness prior performs better, and the sparse is prior better still. Furthermore, the decrease in AIC and CV deviance when considering separate templates for signal-present and signal-absent conditions is most dramatic when using a sparse prior. The reason is simple: while the observer is behaving sufficiently nonlinearly for separate templates to be warranted for the signal-present and signal-absent cases, models with weight decay and smoothness priors must expend a large number of degrees of freedom to deal with the two conditions separately, as shown in the df column. The decreased deviance is thus overshadowed by a large increase in degrees of freedom.
Classification image experiments are often designed to detect deviations from ideal observer behavior; these deviations are then considered as signs of hard-wired strategies or mechanisms. In many classification experiment paradigms, a failure to detect a reliable departure from ideal observer behavior would warrant running more trials or changing the experimental paradigm. Table 2 shows that in the one-blob detection experiment, an ideal observer or pseudo-ideal observer null hypothesis cannot be safely rejected on the basis of the weight decay prior.
In the smoothness prior case, the situation is complicated as D val favors the smoothness prior over the null hypotheses, but not D CV nor the AIC, which suggests that the models estimated with the smoothness prior are performing sufficiently close to the ideal and pseudo-ideal observers to warrant doing more trials. Table 3 shows a similar effect in the four-blob task, as neither the weight decay nor the smoothness prior is close to rejecting the null hypotheses. In contrast, the model that makes use of a sparse prior supports the idea that the observer is behaving nonideally and nonlinearly, decisively in the one-blob task and to a lesser extent in the four-blob task. Again, looking at the df column, it is clear that the sparse prior achieves this by aggressively searching for low-dimensional models.
These results indicate that the sparse prior yields improvements in goodness-of-fit and inference power in comparison to smoothness or weight decay priors. We next sought to determine how these improvements depend on the total number of trials by collecting additional data in the four-blob task (total of 5200 trials). For each of the eight models considered above, we computed the cross-validated deviance for different numbers of trials, using a resampling procedure described in the Methods section. Based on this, we derived an estimate of the number of trials required for models with different priors to perform significantly better than a baseline. Figure 7 plots the cross-validated deviance per trial for all eight models, for different numbers of trials. Under a model with no free parameters, the CV deviance per trial should be a straight line as a function of the number of trials. An ideal observer model (left, blue line) has few free parameters, so it asymptotes fast at a high value of CV deviance per trial (roughly 1.043). In contrast, linear observer models with various priors are more flexible, but they require more data to be well constrained. With a weight decay prior, it takes more than 5000 trials to disprove the ideal observer null hypothesis; with a smoothness prior, about 3400 trials; and with a sparse prior, about 1100 trials. In other words, we can obtain the same inference power under the sparse prior as under a smoothness prior with less than a third of the trials. With a signal effect, which requires the estimation of twice as many parameters, the conclusion is similar; the model with a sparse prior reaches significance against the pseudoideal observer null hypothesis with roughly 30% of the trials required to reach the same conclusion under a smoothness prior (1400 versus 4700 trials). The GLM with a sparse prior thus uses the observer's data more efficiently, leading both to an appreciable increase in inference power for a fixed number of trials, and to an appreciable decrease in the number of trials required to reach a certain inference power.
Sparse priors are thus helpful in real experiments in two main ways. First, they yield clear, noise-reduced internal template estimates which facilitate interpretation, in the same way that thresholding does. Second, by aggressively searching for low-complexity interpretations of the data, sparse priors recover better models, which allows one to conclusively show certain properties of observer's strategies without the need to gather data from an impractically large number of trials. The improvements in model fit brought by the use of a sparse prior are appreciable in a real sense due to the high noise inherent in classification image protocols and the high dimensionality of the models involved. These results show that the proposed method can supplement traditional methods even in simple tasks.
Discussion
In this work we have argued that a defining quality of classification images is simplicity, in that they may be expressed as a sparse sum of smooth basis functions. We have derived a method for imposing this condition through a sparse prior on smooth basis coefficients in a GLM framework. We showed in simulations that classification images estimated with sparse priors are often more accurate for a given number of trials than those estimated through other methods.
A key advantage of sparse priors over Gaussian priors is enhanced interpretability, as coefficients which do not contribute significantly to an observer's decision process are discarded from the model. We showed that a sparse prior allowed efficient estimation of the internal template of a real observer on a blob detection task. This increase in efficiency allowed for the accurate estimation of partial classification images for the signal-present and signalabsent conditions, revealing important differences thought to be due to spatial uncertainty. This increase in efficiency also lead to an appreciable decrease in the number of trials necessary to reach a certain inference power.
Sparse priors are especially useful in high-dimensional tasks, such as tasks involving both time and space. The number of classification image pixels to estimate in such models can be very high, and estimated classification images can be too noisy to be useful. Even in cases where the extrinsic dimensionality of the classification image is very high, the intrinsic dimensionality of the observer's template, that is, the number of basis coefficients needed to accurately represent it, may be quite low. Sparse priors in bases use this fact to effectively estimate the parameters of seemingly complex models.
Prior assumptions
A common argument against using priors is that they might bias the estimated internal templates and therefore lead to erroneous interpretations of observers' strategies in performing a task. A more general statement would be that priors introduce a bias-variance tradeoff: By restricting the space of possible models to some subset of all models, bias is introduced, but variance (noise) in the estimated models is reduced. In this sense, classic psychophysics, in which a handful of parameters are allowed to change, can be seen as having high bias and low variance, while unprocessed classification images have low bias but high variance. Our approach can be seen as a balance between these two extremes, with modest bias and variance.
Classic denoising methods such as smoothing and thresholding also implement a bias-variance tradeoff. The main difference between using a prior and classic denoising methods is that assumptions are made explicit in the prior approach. Hence, the question is not so much whether it is appropriate to use assumptions, unless one wants to reject classic denoising methods as well, but whether the assumptions that one uses are appropriate. If the assumptions are indeed warranted, then a reduction in noise during model estimation can lead to more powerful inference. The Real observer section gives an example of this, where the model fitted with a sparse prior allows us to forcefully infer that the observer is using a strategy that is both nonideal and nonlinear, in contrast to the conclusion obtained via models fitted with a weight decay and a smoothness prior.
The validity of one's choice of prior, and more generally one's choice of model, can be measured by the AIC and the cross-validated deviance, provided that the choice of prior or model was made before the examination of data. When a new model form is suggested by fitting a baseline model to data, complexity-corrected deviance measures will be overly optimistic about the new model; this process is known, derisively, as data dredging or "double dipping" (Kriegeskorte, Simmons, Bellgowan, & Baker, 2009 ). There are straightforward ways to address this issue. The first is to collect a leave-aside validation set, which is not used to suggest model form, and base judgments of model validity exclusively on the probability of the validation data under the different models. By Bayes' theorem, this approach provides an estimate of the probabilities of the models themselves. This can be regarded as a probabilistic version of the validation model suggested by (Neri & Levi, 2006) . While this most certainly works, as shown in the Real observer section, binary responses have high variance, and much validation data must be collected for the results to be reliable. A more efficient use of the data is to pool the validation and fit sets into one large data set.
A more practical solution is to determine model form using preliminary data. It is customary, in classification image experiments, to collect a limited quantity of pilot data based on one or two conditions with a single subject to judge whether the complete experiment with multiple conditions and subjects is likely to yield meaningful results. Model form, including the prior up to a limited number of hyperparameters, is settled at this point, and the pilot data are discarded from subsequent analysis. AIC and crossvalidated deviance scores in the full experiment based on the settled models are then reliable measures of their validity.
Assuming one decides to use a sparse prior in a particular basis, the choice of basis is determined at the preliminary stage. The choice of good bases is heavily constrained, as explained in the results section, so that the experimenter's choice reduces to a handful of bases related to a pyramid decomposition, save for a few special cases. The experimenter chooses whichever of these few options works best on the preliminary data and continues to use this basis to analyze the results of the full experiment. Note that these remarks are also applicable to standard methods of classification image estimation; the choice of smoothing kernel and threshold should not be determined with the same data that is used to judge the result of the experiment unless corrections for multiple comparisons are used (Chauvin et al., 2005; Worsley, Marrett, Neelin, & Evans, 1996) . Hence, prior choice need not be subjective.
Relationship to previous work Sparse GLM models
In this article, we have suggested using a sparse prior on smooth basis coefficients of GLM model parameters as a method of accurately estimating classification images. Similar techniques have been used to induce sparseness of GLM parameters in the context of neurophysiology. Sahani and Linden (2003) suggest using Gaussian priors in a linear model with one hyperparameter per parameter, optimizing over the marginal likelihood of the model, a technique called automatic relevancy determination (ARD). In practice, ARD sets many coefficients in the chosen basis to zero, leading to sparse solutions, as with the sparse prior. The authors also suggest an alternative method which combines automatic smoothness determination and ARD. This gives results similar to imposing a sparse prior in a basis composed of Gaussian blobs which all have the same size, this size being automatically determined. In principle, ARD could be used with an overcomplete basis such as the Laplacian pyramid. However, ARD involves a nonconvex optimization problem, and so there can be multiple local minima in the induced error function, and the algorithm may not converge. This is not a major issue when the chosen basis is orthonormal, but with an overcomplete basis, multiple local minima are likely to form, as there are many ways of expressing the same vector. In addition, it can be unwieldy to extend ARD to more complex GLMs than the linear regression model (Wipf & Nagarajan, 2008; Bishop, 2006) , in particular the logistic and probit regression models relevant to classification image experiments. David, Mesgarani, and Shamma (2007) suggest using boosting as a method of estimating sparse spectrotemporal receptive fields in the context of auditory coding. In this method, the model is fit in steps, starting with an empty model. At each iteration, the residual between the fitted model and the data is computed. The weight whose associated regression function is most correlated with the residual is then modified. Initial iterations fit to prominent effects while later iterations tend to fit to noise. Regularization is done by early stopping, which halts the procedure at an optimal number of iterations estimated through cross-validation. The stepwise fitting procedure means that several weights never enter into the model, resulting in a sparse model. Indeed, boosting can be shown to implicitly and approximately find the MAP estimate for a GLM with a sparse prior (Rosset, Zhu, Hastie, & Schapire, 2004) .
As explained in Appendix A, the cost per boosting iteration is the same as the cost per fixed-point continuation iteration, and the number of iterations required by boosting with overcomplete bases can be substantially larger than with our proposed method. Our proposed method thus offers a way of estimating a sparse GLM model that is, under appropriate circumstances, computationally more efficient than boosting. Seeger, Gerwinn, and Bethge (2007) have recently proposed using GLM models with sparse priors to estimate receptive fields. In contrast to our approach, they attempt to estimate the entire posterior rather than just its mode. This is done by finding a Gaussian density which minimizes the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the real and approximated posterior, a technique called expectation propagation (EP).
Although EP and MAP methods use the same underlying model and prior, they have rather different properties. Since the EP technique obtains an estimate of the full posterior distribution rather than just a point estimate, it can be used for selecting the stimulus that is most likely to help constrain model parameters at a given point in an experiment, a technique called active design. While the MAP method retrieves a point estimate in which several coefficients are exactly zero, the EP method retrieves the mean of the approximated posterior for which all coefficients are nonzero. This is motivated by the fact that it is impossible, with any finite amount of data, to conclude that a coefficient is exactly zero, and that hard subset selection is incompatible with active design (Seeger et al., 2007) . However, we suggest that the subset selection effect of the MAP method is highly desirable for interpretation purposes, automatically removing from the model coefficients that are likely to be fitting to noise, and thus letting the experimenter focus on the more prominent effects visible in a classification image. Finally, the EP optimization problem is more involved, numerically unstable, and computationally more expensive than the MAP estimation problem. Hence, although EP can be used to estimate receptive fields and classification images, in general EP and MAP methods are complementary techniques with different target applications.
A key point is that none of the proposed sparsityinducing methods (including ours) have so far shown a decisive edge in the quality of estimated models compared to other sparsity-inducing methods. In contrast, sparsityinducing methods do have a decisive edge over using Gaussian priors on some problems (David et al., 2007; Seeger et al., 2007; Rosset et al., 2004) . Thus, it is advisable to use a sparsity-inducing method in general, while choosing the particular method which is most mathematically convenient and computationally efficient for a given application. Our proposed estimation method is competitive in terms of implementation speed, as explained in Appendix A. For example, the model with the largest design matrix considered in this article (10,000 Â 256) took roughly 40 seconds to fit on a recent desktop computer, including 5-fold cross-validation.
Basis projections in classification images
Basis projections have been used implicitly as an intermediate in estimating classification images. For example, radial averaging can be viewed as a projection of a classification image onto a basis of concentric rings . Projection onto a cubic spline basis of lower dimensionality than the stimulus is possible in the generalized additive model (GAM) framework of (Knoblauch & Maloney, 2008b) . A radial discrete Fourier transform (DFT) basis has been used in Abbey, Eckstein, Shimozaki et al. (2002) . In all these cases, the basis is undercomplete; that is, it does not span the full vector of possible templates. The purpose of the projection was thus hard dimensionality reduction. In contrast, a sparse prior in a basis decides which basis functions to keep, yielding soft dimensionality reduction.
Others have used one basis in both presentation and analysis, for example a Fourier basis (Ahumada & Lovell, 1971; Levi & Klein, 2002) . A particularly interesting example of such a technique was used in Mangini and Biederman (2004) in the context of face classification. Noise fields were generated by taking weighted sums of truncated sinusoids of varying orientation and spatial frequency. The authors then estimated classification images by applying the weighted sums formula in this truncated sinusoid basis. They applied a threshold corresponding to a given p-value in the truncated sinusoid basis and visualized the results by projecting the coefficients back onto the pixel basis. Only a fraction of the coefficients (less than 5%) were kept in the process. The resulting estimated templates were similar to the nonthresholded templates, but with less high-frequency noise, and improved interpretability. The quality of the truncated reconstruction is likely due to the fact that faces can be represented sparsely in the truncated sinusoid basis, which, like wavelet and pyramid bases, is passband and local.
Importantly, the truncated sinusoid basis was used in both the construction of the noise fields and the estimation of classification images. In contrast, our method does not require presenting a special type of noise to the observer; white noise, colored noise, or natural textures may be used. The basis used in the analysis may be chosen after the classification image experiment has been performed. Finally, we do not advocate using a truncated sinusoid basis as ringing artifacts are apparent in reconstruction. The steerable pyramid basis would be appropriate for the task used in Mangini and Biederman (2004) .
Directions for future work and conclusion
Directions for future work One might wonder whether a more powerful prior could be used to obtain even more accurate estimates of classification images in a lower number of trials. While this is a possibility, a potentially more fruitful approach is to consider better experimental designs. For example, it has been shown in the context of neurophysiological reverse correlation that different noise fields cannot be expected to yield the same amount of information about a visual neuron's receptive field (Paninski, 2005) .
In the context of classification images, rather than randomly generating noise fields on each trial, the field which maximizes the expected information can be shown. Without necessarily using a fully adaptive design, optimal design theory could potentially indicate which of several classes of stimuli, such as white noise, colored noise, or natural textures should be used for a given task. Optimal design strategies depend on the prior used; an optimal design method for a linear model with a sparse prior is presented in Seeger, 2008. The main challenge is to extend the classification image approach to capture nonlinear behavior. Two methods have been commonly used so far for that purpose: using partial internal templates for signal-present and signal-absent conditions and computing second-order classification images (Knoblauch & Maloney, 2008b) . In the reverse correlation literature, a successful approach has been to consider expanded input spaces: the stimuli, instead of being described simply as intensity over time or over time and space, are redescribed in terms of redundant features. For example, an auditory stimulus x(t) can be redescribed using a windowed Fourier transform as a spectrogram x(f, t), which augments the representation with the evolution of the different component frequencies f over time. A neuron's response can be modelled as a linear weighting of x(s, t), and the resulting two-dimensional weight pattern is then known as a spectro-temporal receptive field (STRF). The STRF is able to capture a range of nonlinear behaviors, such as time-varying frequency sensitivity.
Extensions of this technique are described in Ahrens, Paninski, and Sahani (2008) and applied to auditory neurons in Ahrens, Linden, and Sahani (2008) . Our framework is directly applicable to these and related problems, by a simple preprocessing of the input. One could also leverage existing physiological models of low-level cortical neurons to describe linear observers that operate on the output of simulated neurons. An observer in a detection task could be modelled as taking a weighted sum of V1 complex cells, and again our framework can be used here without substantial modification. However, a large number of nonlinear behaviors, such as spatial uncertainty, cannot be described by input nonlinearities (Tjan & Nandy, 2006) , so future research will have to establish whether this approach is indeed fruitful.
A recent article by Ross and Cohen (2009) suggests an alternative path towards modelling nonlinear classification image observers, based on the idea that observers individually match features of the classification image and nonlinearly combine them to form a decision. It is assumed that the observer performs a classification or detection task by matching the input with several linear templates. Matches are nonlinearly transformed by a logistic function, and these transformed matches are linearly combined and fed through a final logistic function, which drives the response of the observer. This model can be viewed as a robust Bayesian reinterpretation of an artificial neural network (ANN) with a single hidden layer and is reminiscent of linear-nonlinear cascade models commonly used in neurophysiology (Rust, Mante, Simoncelli, & Movshon, 2006) . One of the main challenges of the approach is the proliferation of parameters, which is roughly the product of the number of hidden units and the number of pixels in the stimulus. A Markov random field prior is used to impose a type of piecewise smoothness which encourages template values to spatially cluster around values of T1. We believe that a sparsenessinducing prior on template parameters, together with an appropriate basis, as advocated in our approach, could prove quite potent in the context of such data-hungry multi-feature classification images.
Conclusion
Classification images are of great interest to visual psychophysicists, both because they can often be compared in a straightforward manner to neuronal receptive fields, and because they provide a powerful means of measuring observers' strategies in visual tasks. However, their use has been limited by the quality and quantity of the data that can be collected. In this work, we have described an analytical framework that allows the experimenter to formalize important assumptions that are necessary to the interpretation of classification images. Our method relies on the reasonable assumption that the internal templates used by psychophysical observers are sparse and locally smooth. These constraints can be represented by appropriate choices of a basis set to represent the space of possible images and a prior that constrains the number of parameters that contribute to the recovered image. We have shown through simulation and through experiments with a real observer that estimating classification images with our method is more efficient and accurate than previous methods.
Appendix A Fitting algorithm
Outline To find a MAP estimate of w under a sparse prior in a GLM, we need to minimize an objective function E:
Here f is a convex, differentiable function of w. This optimization is nontrivial as kwk 1 is nondifferentiable at the axes, where w i = 0 for some i. The fixed-point continuation (FPC) algorithm (Hale et al., 2007) solves Equation A1 efficiently by combining two insights. First, the fixed-point iterations:
where shrink is the soft-threshold operator:
shrinkðx; !Þ ¼ signðxÞ maxðkxk j !; 0Þ;
and C, the step size, is a small number, eventually converge to the solution of Equation A1, with each iteration coming at a very moderate cost. Convergence is however quite slow when iterations are started from an arbitrary value of w, known as a cold-start.
The second insight is that if once we have found w* = argmin w E(w, 1 1 ), we may use w* as a warm-start estimate for minimizing E(w, 1 2 ) when ª1 1 j 1 2 ª / (1 1 + 1 2 ) is small. This suggests solving the series of optimization problems:
with 1 1 9 1 2 9 I 9 1 end , using the fixed-point iterations (Equation A2), using the result of the previous optimization to start the next optimization, a process known as continuation. The entire regularization path is generated as part of the process, which may be used to determine the optimal 1. The basic form of this algorithm is elegant and is reasonably fast. Here we add three insights to form a final algorithm which, while a bit less elegant, is frequently an order of magnitude faster than this basic version. First, we add a line search over C. Second, we use insights from (Park & Hastie, 2007) to find good values of 1 to sample the regularization path. Finally, we use a blockwise implementation of cross-validation which saves iterations when 1 optimal is unknown and large.
Inner iterations-finding the MAP estimate for fixed 1 Here we present an elementary plausibility argument for the FPC algorithm; rigorous mathematical treatment and proofs of convergence are available in Hale et al. (2007) . Consider the derivatives of the objective function E with respect to w:
Corresponding gradient descent iterations, for a step size C take the form:
Here the step size C is some small number. Such iterations will reduce the objective function E for a sufficiently small C as long as we avoid the discontinuities in the derivatives of the penalty. One way to avoid these discontinuities is simply to set w i to 0 as it attempts to pass through the origin:
w @ signðwÞ maxðsignðwÞðw j Cðlf þ 1 signðwÞÞ; 0Þ:
An issue with this new iteration is that for a weight w i = 0 before the iteration, for any C 9 0 the weight leaves the axis and the derivative of the penalty changes. This suggests evaluating the derivative of the penalty at w j Clf instead of at w. We thus obtain:
Thus, the fixed-point iterations can be viewed as gradient descent iterations with special considerations to avoid issues with the discontinuities at the axes. A thorough analysis shows that these iterations indeed converge to the minimum of E(w, 1) (Hale et al., 2007) .
Line search
Fixed-point iterations of Equation A2 are guaranteed to converge for fixed C as long as C G C max = 2/max i 0 ii , where Q0Q T = H is an eigendecomposition of the matrix of second derivatives of the negative log-likelihood with respect to the weights, the Hessian H. Note that this is the same condition as in gradient descent. The fixed-point iteration's relationship with gradient descent hints that convergence may be substantially faster if C is chosen optimally on every iteration such that:
Over a series of informal experiments, we have noticed that performing a line search can reduce the number of inner iterations required for convergence by an order of magnitude or more over an optimal, fixed C. Unfortunately, a naive line-search over C involves multiple products of the form Xw and repeated computations of E, which are expensive; hence, overall using a naive line search does not yield a large performance improvement over a fixed C.
Here we propose a line search algorithm which, although rather involved, is much more efficient than a naive line search.
First notice that E(C) has a peculiar form: its derivatives of all orders with respect to C are continuous outside of a finite number of "cutpoints" C 0 = 0 G C 1 G C 2 G I G C n which occur when a weight enters or leaves the model. Thus, we approximate E(C) as a piecewise quadratic, convex function, whose minimum is inexpensively found.
Let )(w) K Xw + Uu and w(!) = shrink(w 0 j !g, !1). We may Taylor-expand f as a function of ! up to second order, which by the chain rule gives:
Here (I) denotes the dot product. All the derivatives are computed at ! = &, & 9 0 arbitrarily small, to give rightsided derivatives at ! = 0. This approximation is valid between 0 G ! G ! max assuming no weights enter or leave the model in this range. The derivatives of f with respect to ) are straightforward to compute; they also occur in the iteratively reweighted least-squares (IRLS) algorithm often used to fit GLMs (Wood, 2006) . The derivatives of ) are given bȳ
Here (w(&) m 0) is a vector with value 1 if w i (&) m 0 and 0 otherwise. Similarly, the regularizer R = 1kwk 1 may be Taylor expanded between 0 G ! G ! max to give:
Note that this last expansion is exact. Thus, E(!) = f(!) + R(!) = A + B! + 1 2 C! 2 is quadratic in ! and it has an extremum at ! min = jB/C. Now:
For GLMs,¯2 f ) 2 Q 0 (Wood, 2006) ; hence, C 9 0 and E has a minimum at ! min = jB / C. Thus, either 0 G ! min G ! max , in which case we have found a minimum for E, or not, in which case the minimum of E is located elsewhere and the approximations are no longer valid.
Given the second-order Taylor expansion of E, it follows that E is approximately piecewise quadratic, continuous, and convex away from the cutpoints. At a cutpoint C i , E(C i ) has a local maximum if and only if the left-sided derivative of E(C i ) is positive and the right sided derivative is negative; it is straightforward to show that this is never the case. We conclude that E(C) is piecewise quadratic, continuous, and convex, and hence it has a single minimum in the range 0 G C G V. This suggests attempting to find a minimum of E between 0 G C G C 1 . If the minimum is not in that range, we search for the minimum in the range C 1 G C G C 2 using a new Taylor expansion at E(w(C 1 )), and so forth until we find the minimum of E. This gives Table A1 .
Notice that the iterations for i Q 2 are rather inexpensive, save for computing¯) ! . However, at a cutpoint,¯w j ! changes for exactly one j, corresponding to the weight which enters or leaves the model. This implies that¯) ! changes by a multiple of a single column of X at cutpoints, and hencē ) ! is updated at very little cost.
The expensive computations in the initial iteration are that of f,¯f ) ,¯2 f ) ,¯) ! ,¯R ! . ) is saved from the previous line search, which avoids computing a product of the form Xw. To compute f and its derivatives, roughly N logarithms, N exponentials, and a few element-wise products of vectors of length N must be performed, where is the number of trials. For¯) ! , one product X¯w ! is formed; since the right-hand side is a vector which contains mostly zeroes, this is rather inexpensive. Thus, the proposed line search algorithm, while rather involved, avoids computing Xw and f repeatedly, and thus is much less expensive than a naive line search.
&Compute the ordered set of cutpoints of E(C), For   Table A1 . Line search for C min .
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Outer iterations
The FPC algorithm works by solving Equation A1 by iterative thresholding for decreasing values of 1. After each set of inner iterations, u is reoptimized and a smaller value of 1 is chosen. The next value of 1 is set to the largest 1 for which a new weight should appear in the model:
Simulations show that the optimization can stall when 1 new is continually chosen to be very close to the current 1, and that the estimate is inaccurate when 1 new is far from the current 1. We thus bracket 1 new to be neither too close nor too far from 1 current :
We found that using a nonuniform step size is more efficient than any one fixed step size, and used ! min = 0.9, ! max = 0.98.
Initial and final iterations
At the very start of the optimization, w is set to 0, and u is optimized. lf is computed, and 1 start is set to be slightly smaller than the first value of 1 for which a weight should appear in the model:
Outer iterations are stopped when 1 next G &1 start for some user-defined value of &, which is set, by default, to 10 j3 .
Cross-validation
The number of 1 values considered should be minimized within reason to obtain an efficient algorithm. To ensure that fitting is done over a tight range of 1 values, we implemented an efficient version of k-fold cross-validation, which we call blockwise cross-validation. Rather than fitting each fold from 10 j3 1 start G 1 G 1 start in turn, we first fit the model for all folds from 0.71 start G 1 G 1 start and compute the cross-validated deviance. If a minimum is found, we stop. If not, we restart the fitting process from 0.51 start G 1 G 0.71 start , and so on until either 10 j3 1 start is reached or a minimum of the cross-validated deviance is found. All information related to fitting is saved in a structure after each block; hence, restarting an optimization has little overhead. We determine that a minimum has been found by asking that the cross-validated deviance at the minimum 1 probed so far is higher than the minimum cross-validated deviance by a certain number of units, by default 10. Finally, we fit the full model down to the minimum 1 found by cross-validation.
Our algorithm succeeds in finding the first non-shallow local minimum D CV (1) between 1 start and 10 j3 1 start . While we cannot rule out the possibility that D CV (1) has several non-shallow local minima, this does not appear to be an issue in practice; D CV (1) is typically quite smooth and almost quadratic in shape near its minimum, and we have not observed non-shallow local minima in any of the fits performed for the purposes of this article. In the pathological scenario where D CV (1) has several non-shallow local minima, the cross-validation algorithm will select the one associated with the largest 1, or the largest level of regularization, which we consider to be a safe fallback.
Of crucial importance in cross-validation is that different values of 1 across different folds correspond to the same level of regularization. Tibshirani (1996) and Park and Hastie (2007) suggest that corresponding regularization levels are found when the ratio 1/1 max fold is the same across folds. We thus perform cross-validation to find the optimal ratio 1/1 max fold rather than 1. The regularization paths are sampled differently across each fold. We solved this issue by linearly interpolating cross-validated deviance values at all 1/1 max fold used by a fold.
Complexity analysis and memory and time requirements
Computing lf, a O(mn) operation, typically accounts for 50%-90% of the time spent during optimization; roughly 5% is accounted for by miscellaneous overhead; and the remainder time is spent in the line search. The ratio of inner iterations to outer iterations varies with 1, being typically equal to 1 for large 1 and 2-4 for small 1. Given the algorithm for determining the next 1 and assuming we evaluate the model at 1 values from 0.0011 start to 1 start , the number of outer iterations is bounded above by log(0.001)/log(0.98) , 340. Given typical ratios of inner iterations to outer iterations, this might come out to about 600 evaluations of lf. This number can be cut down by a factor 2 or 3 by stopping iterations when 1 reaches beyond 1 optimal determined by cross-validation; our software includes a cross-validation implementation, outlined above, that accomplishes this. In total, perhaps 300 evaluations of lf may be required in a typical application; with overhead this may balloon up to a cost equivalent to computing lf 500-600 times, multiplied by (k + 1) during k-fold cross-validation. This compares favorably and in some cases may be appreciably faster than boosting where the cost of each iteration is equal to the cost of computing lf, in addition to some overhead such as computing f and performing a line search in some variants (Buhlmann & Hothorn, 2007) .
Memory requirements are typically equal to the cost of holding two or three copies of the design matrix X in memory. With a 64-bit version of Windows or Linux and 4 GBs of RAM, one can thus expect to able work with design matrices as large as 25,000 Â 5,000 (1 GB in memory) before running into out-of-memory errors. For the largest design matrices tested here, which are of size 10,000 Â 256, optimization including 5-fold cross-validation takes about 40 seconds on our test computer running on 4 Intel Xeon CPUs running at 2 Ghz and 3 GB of RAM.
Software
Our software package, implemented in Matlab, includes two main functions, with function signatures: ½thefit ¼glmfitsparsepriorðy;X;U;stopcrit;vararginÞ ½thefit ¼ cvglmfitsparsepriorðy;X;U;folds;vararginÞ:
Here y, X, and U are response and design matrices and stopcrit is the fraction of 1 start after which to stop optimization. folds is a matrix of booleans which defines which portion of the data is assigned to the fit set versus the validation set for each cross-validation fold. Such a matrix may be generated by the included auxiliary function getcvfolds. A structure is returned in both cases which contains the entire regularization path, deviances, AIC values, the values of 1 used, and, if applicable, crossvalidated deviances and w and u at the optimal value of 1. In addition to the binomial/logit model presented here, the software supports two other GLMs: a Poisson model with exponential inverse link, for count data, e.g., binned spike trains, and a Gaussian noise model with identity link, e.g., least-squares. These latter may be invoked through supplementary arguments whose calling sequence is available from the Matlab command-line help.
Appendix B
Inference for the GLM Goodness-of-fit is assessed in GLMs through the scaled deviance of a fitted model (Wood, 2006) :
The deviance proper is defined as D = D*7, where 7 is a scale parameter that depends on the noise distribution used. For the binomial distribution, 7 = 1 (Wood, 2006) ; hence, we use the terms deviance and scaled deviance interchangeably. L is the negative log-likelihood of the fitted model, while L max is the negative log-likelihood for a saturated model which contains one parameter per data point y i . For the logistic regression model used here, L max = 0, although this is not always the case, for example with Poisson regression. By construction, D Q 0; a small D implies a good fit to the data while a large D implies a poor fit.
Standard linear regression with Gaussian residuals can be cast as a special case of a GLM (Wood, 2006) , for which the deviance is given by
Here ŵ is the estimated weight vector. This expression comes from the fact that the negative log of a Gaussian is a sum-of-squares. It is thus helpful to think of deviance as analogous to the residual the sum-of-squares in linear regression. Like the residual sum-of-squares, the deviance always becomes smaller as predictors are added to the design matrix; hence, it is not useful by itself for model selection purposes. Rather, the deviance is used as a basis for model-complexity independent measures of goodnessof-fit, such as the cross-validated deviance, the validated deviance, and the Akaike Information Criterion. The deviance may also be used for classical hypothesis testing in log-likelihood ratio tests.
Cross-validation and validation
As explained in the Methods section, k-fold crossvalidation works by splitting the data into k randomly chosen nonoverlapping partitions of equal size, fitting the model with data in all but the partition and computing the likelihood or deviance of the data in the ith partition, and repeating the process for i = 1Ik. This yields a crossvalidated deviance score D CV . D CV is a measure of how well a model predicts out-of-sample observations and therefore estimates its generalization performance.
How do we interpret D CV measured for a model M j ? By Bayes' theorem, the probability of the model given the data y is given by pðM j kyÞ ò pðykM j ÞpðM j Þ:
Assuming a flat prior on models p(M j ) = 1 for all j, we have: pðM j kyÞ ò pðykM j Þ:
The probability of a data set y under the model is approximately given by cross-validated likelihood of the data (Geisser, 1975; Geisser & Eddy, 1979) . Hence, the relative likelihood of two models is approximately given by
This has the same form as a Bayes factor, hence the name Pseudo-Bayes factor (PSBF) (Gelfand & Dey, 1994) . Bayes factors are a common technique of model comparison. An often-used interpretation scale for Bayes factors states that PSBF (M 1 , M 2 ) 9 150, corresponding to D 2 CV j D 1 CV 9 10 is "very strong" (Kass & Raftery, 1995) or "decisive" (Jeffreys, 1961 ) evidence for M 1 over M 2 .
The variance of D CV can be large; its value depends on the exact choice of folds. Therefore, when differences in the cross-validated deviances between two models are relatively small, for example less than 10 units, we do not recommend concluding that either model is better based on these scores; lower variance estimates of D CV can be obtained by repeatedly computing D CV for different folds.
In the same spirit, the deviance of a model based on predictions on a hold-out validation set can be useful to assess model performance. However, since binomial data are quite noisy, much validation data must be collected to obtain reliable results.
AIC and log-likelihood ratio tests
The effective degrees of freedom for the MAP estimate of a GLM with a sparse prior is defined as (Park & Hastie, 2007; Hastie, 2007; Zou, Hastie, & Tibshirani, 2007) :
That is, it is equal to the number of nonzero elements in the estimated weight vector w. For a model with a Gaussian prior, on the other hand (Wood, 2006) :
Here H denotes the Hessian of the negative loglikelihood and tr the trace. Note that this reduces to n, the number of parameters in the model, as 1 Y 0. Given df for the GLM with either a sparse or Gaussian prior, we may define an AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) analogue (Wood, 2006) :
For the purposes of hyperparameter selection in a sparse GLM, we do not recommend the use of the AIC, as its integer-valued nature means AIC(1) is discontinuous and has several shallow minima. However, it may be useful in comparing our results with other GLMs with binomial endpoints that, for practical reasons, avoid cross-validation (Knoblauch & Maloney, 2008b; Ross & Cohen, 2009) . We note that the AIC is equivalent, up to a linear transformation, to the unbiased risk estimator (UBRE) used in Knoblauch and Maloney (2008b) . As with cross-validated deviance, a lower AIC is better, and large differences in AIC values between two models are interpreted as support for the model with the lower AIC. Since the AIC is based on asymptotic results, its validity is dubious when low numbers of trials are used. In the case where the AIC and the cross-validated deviance point towards incompatible conclusions, we recommend averaging cross-validated deviance over several different random choices of folds and base conclusions on this low-variance cross-validated deviance estimate.
It has been shown (Wood, 2006 ) that for a simple GLM model M 1 nested inside a more complex GLM model M 2 :
A p-value may be obtained from this expression. This is known as a log-likelihood ratio test. Again, the # 2 approximation is based on asymptotic results and has dubious validity for a small number of trials (Wood, 2006) . It is also important to keep in mind that the test is only valid for nested models. We recommend the use of log-likelihood ratio tests when the importance of a single predictor or ensemble of related predictors are in question. For nonnested models, Vuong's test may be used (Vuong, 1989) .
